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HDF | Heavy Duty Flail Mulcher
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Durable and reliable performance.

This Heavy Duty Flail (HDF) mulcher is the perfect option for operators who want good production rates 
and a larger mulch size, as well as carbide tooling to allow operation near the ground. Sturdy enough for 
a multitude of jobs in almost any environment, this durable and reliable unit features flail teeth that are 
designed to ‘give’ when encountering an immovable object, ensuring the longevity of the machine and 
reducing maintenance and operational costs. As with all our equipment, Promac offers replacement parts 
and exceptional customer service. 

STANDARD FEATURES

• Available in 36, 48 and 60” cutting widths
• Equipped with carbide-faced flail hammer tooling
• Heavy duty, fully welded structural frame
• Efficient and reliable piston hydraulic motor with fixed or variable displacement
• Custom brackets available
• Suitable for a 13-20+ ton excavator

HDF 48 shown in image

Actual attachment may differ 
from image shown.
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OPTIONAL FEATURES:

Optional Add-ons: 
ü Variable displacement motor for faster rotor recovery and increased low speed torque
ü Custom colours
ü Pin type or quick-change brackets
ü Pusher Pads
ü Bucket teeth that can be configured for thumb use

Development and maintence for:

ü Pipelines
ü Trails 

ü Transmission lines
ü Railways

Heavy duty flail mulchers for 13-20+ ton excavators

SPECIFICATIONS HDF 36 HDF 48 HDF 60

Excavator size (tons) 13+ 20+ 22+

Cut width 36” 48” 60”

Approx. weight (lbs) 2800 3000 3200

Motor size (cc) 80 107 107

Motor type Bent axis piston Bent axis piston Bent axis piston

Flow min (GPM) 35 45 45

Flow pressure min (PSI) 4000 4000 4000

Tooling type Flail hammer Flail hammer Flail hammer

Tooling number 24 26 28

Custom brackets

One bracket does not fit all. Every piece of equipment has a different attachment 
apparatus. Promac offers a custom bracket manufacturing service for all our 
brush mulcher and brush cutter customers. Contact us for a quote to design and 
manufacture a custom bracket that fits your exact needs. 

Heavy duty flail rotor (HDF)

ü Flail hammers rotate freely giving you confidence in varying conditions

APPLICATIONS:

ü Land clearing
ü Forest fire prevention


